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MLIS / I Sem.

Paper M-103 : ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE ORGANISATION : CATALOGUING

(PRACTICAL)

Time : 3 hours
Maximum Marks : 70

(Write your Roll No. on the top immediately on receipt of this question paper.)

Attempt six questions in all.

Question number 1 is compulsory.

Instructions:

(i) Attempt all titles according to AACR-II.

(ii) LCSH is available for Subject Headings.

(iii) Dictionaries are available for consultation.

(iv) Catalogue entries for each publication should be prepared consecutively.

(v) For added entries according to the AACR-II, 'Unit-Card' method should be followed.

P. T. O.
1. The Principles of Psychology

William James

Chicago Library Resources Ltd.
©1970

Other Information:
- Call No. 159 xxx
- Acc. No. 81510
- 2 microfiches with illustrations
- Size 8.5 x 13 cm.
- Author date of birth and death: 1842-1920
2. **Jal Tharangam** — *A.S. Dhandapani*  
**Violin** — *S. Ganeshan*  
**Mridangam** — *T.Y. Krishnan*

---

**Madras**  
**Sangeetha, 1998**

**Other Information:**
- Call No. 784-1923 xxx
- Acc. No. 561
- 1 sound disc for 60 minutes and 40 seconds having 33⅓ rpm speed.
- Diameter 12 inches
- The information is collected from the label of the sound disc.
- Sound recording is stereo type.
- Sangeetha 6 mmc f 6020
- Contents: Adi Talam Magumoni (30 min.)  
  Adi Talam Thiyagaraja (30 min and 40 seconds)

P. T. O.
Maharashtra

Quarterly Bulletin of Economics and Statistics

Vol. 14 No. 1 1961

Bureau of Economics and Statistics
Bombay

Other Information:
- Call No. 330.05
- Acc. No. 4250
- Size 28 cm
- Formerly known as Quarterly Bulletin of Economics and Statistics
  Vol. 1, 1947 to Vol. 13, 1960
- This journal was split into Quarterly Journal of Economics and Journal of Statistics in the year 1975, being published by Bureau of Economics and Statistics.
Woodwind Instruments
and their History

by

Anthony Baines

Faber & Faber
London
1977

Other Information:—

- Call No. 788 N77
- Acc. No. 51720
- Pages xi, 384
- Plates 2810
- ISBN 517-08603-13-A
- Paperback Edition
- Price $250.00
Meet John Doe

Director

FRANK CAPRA

Thunder Bird Films
1974

Other Information:
- Call No. 813 MEE
- Acc. No. Supply it
- Super 8 mm sound
- 1 film reel of 1 hour, 20 minutes and 50 seconds with Black & White sequences
- Cast - Gary Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck
- Summary - An unemployed man, built into the symbol of "the Average man" by a newspaper, rebels when he realises how he was being used.
6. **LAURA**: Little house, big prairie

An American Pageant Sound Filmstrip

*Produced by*

Media Systems Consultant

© 1976
The Perfection Form Company
Logan, Iowa

**Other Information:**
- Call No. 791-43 XXX
- Acc. No. 2596
- 1 Filmstrip (127 frames) colour
- size 35 mm
- Accompanied 1 Sound Cassette and one script (32 pages)
- Title has been taken from container
- Credits: Script - WD Mouth
  Graphics - Perry Struse
  Sound - Robert Dow

- Based on Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House Book.

Summary: Laura Ingalls Wilder's Life in Early Twentieth Century

P. T. O.
7. **British Columbia, Alberta, and the Yukon Territory**

*Produced by*

The Cartographic Division
National Geographic Society
Washington, D.C. 1978

**Other Information:**

- Call No. 912 XXX
- Acc. No. 589
- Chief Cartographer - Richard K. Rogers
- Scale 1:3,500,000. 1 cm to 35 km. 1 in. to 55.2 miles
- Lambert, conformal conic projection
- 1 map with colour illustrations
- Size 89×58 cm folded to 23×15 cm

*Other Information* on the Verso of the Title Page - Canada Rocky Mountains

Scale 1:2,375,500, Yukon Territory Scale 1:4900,000.
8. **PC TUTOR**: Learn to use the Operating System PC DOS with your Personal Computer

Version 2.10

Comprehensive Software Support Inc.
Redondo Beach, CA
© 1982

**Other Information:**
- Call No. 0005.268
- Acc No. 6150
- 1 Computer disc having 2 files and 500 logical statements
- Accompanied by one manual containing 4 pages of 22 cm size.
- This is an Intro Series from Comprehensive Software Support Inc.
- It contains DOS tutorial programme.
- System Requirements: IBM PC, XT, DOS 1.1 or greater, 80 column monitor, 1 double-sided disk drive
- Title has been taken from title screen.
- Title on the disc label is Introduction to the Operating System (PC Tutor)